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Abstract

We study interactions between a strongly-coupled non-neutral crystallised plasma and

slow neutral atoms or molecules in order to understand quantum mechanical effects govern-

ing ion-neutral reactions. We employ laser cooling to obtain ion ensembles with sub-Kelvin

temperatures in a linear Paul trap. Neutral molecules are manipulated by decelerators oper-

ating on the principles of Zeeman, Stark, or collisional cooling effects. In this manner, we

reduce the number of quantum states taking part in the scattering event to only a few. In

order to reduce this number further, we are constructing a Paul trap with a cryogenically-

cooled thermal radiation shield.

Introduction

The space between stars is filled with interstellar matter (ISM), which is an ensemble of neu-

tral particles, positive and negative ions and electrons in the gas phase, together with a small

solid component in the form of dust grains. The ISM is highly inhomogeneous in density as well

as temperature. In the center of denser parts (“molecular clouds”), the density of particles can

reach values of n≈ 106 cm−3, while the gas temperature (T ) can be as low as 10 K [1]. In these

cold dark clouds, new stars and planets are being born through runaway collapse of local inho-

mogeneities. For this process to occur, the existence of molecules is key, since only cascades of

transitions between rovibrational energy levels in molecules provide sufficient cooling to avoid

a pressure build-up that can stall the collapse. It is noteworthy that complex organic molecules

are already present in this early stage of star formation, on edges of collapsing pre-stellar cores,

at temperatures ≤ 50 K [2].

On the opposite end of the star life cycle lie runaway planetary nebulae such as the Boomer-

amg Nebula, in which cold molecular gas is cooled down to even lower temperatures – lower

than the 3 K of the microwave background radiation [3]. Here, organic molecules are continu-

ously produced [4].
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These environments are characterised by a low concentration of particles, low temperatures,

a non-zero degree of ionisation, and the presence of a wide spectrum of electromagnetic radi-

ation. One cannot assume that the statistical ensemble of the particles reaches the thermody-

namic equilibrium in a finite time as rates of particle collisions are low and quantum selection

rules beat the (almost absent) thermal averaging [5]. From this perspective, state-selective low-

temperature studies of ions with neutrals of various reactivities gain importance.

We aim to explain how basic constituents of organic molecules are made at very low temper-

atures. Speaking in terms of theoretical chemistry, cold environments – typically temperatures

less than 1 Kelvin – allow us to control the distribution of quantum states, which eases calcu-

lation of cross sections and potential energy surfaces. Thanks to very low collisional energies,

s-wave scattering can dominate, which enables us to investigate quantum selection rules other

than those induced by spatial symmetry restrictions. Low momenta also mean reduced spatial

localisation of individual particles, which appears as a growth of the effective size of particles.

Experimental technique
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Figure 1: Visualisation of the experiment.

1 neutral particle beam, 2 linear Paul trap

(cooled to <10 K), 3 acceleration stage of

the time-of-flight spectrometer, 4 projec-

tion of the Coulomb crystal into an opti-

cal system, 5 cooling laser beams (397 nm

and 866 nm)

To study low temperature ion-neutral reactions,

we confine ionic species in a radio-frequency lin-

ear Paul trap and shoot slow neutral reactants from

decelerators as illustrated in Figure 1. In compar-

ison to merged beam techniques, this has the ad-

vantage of tight localisation of the reaction area.

This feature is further enhanced by laser-cooling

the ions to ∼ 100 mK so that a strongly-coupled

non-neutral plasma, termed a Coulomb crystal, is

formed. This technique is easily applicable only

to a limited range of atomic ions, so other atomic

or molecular ions of interest are sympathetically

cooled by electrostatic interactions (elastic colli-

sions) with the crystallised ionic gas. If we desire, we can excite specific energy levels of ions

by laser irradiation.

Reaction rate coefficients are evaluated from temporal evolution (Figure 2) of the number of

stored reactant or product ions. This can be observed by a CCD camera as a change in shape

of the fluorescing Ca+ ions within the Coulomb crystal, which is compared with a molecular

dynamics model. Chemical species are identified by ejection of the trap content into a time-of-

flight spectrometer perpendicular to the trap axis [6].
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Cryogenic ion trap

Figure 2: Xe++NH3→NH3
++Xe reac-

tion within the Coulomb crystal. NH3 gas

is leaked into the chamber at room tem-

perature. A pure primary Ca+ crystal, b

loading Xe+ into the crystal, c Ca+-Xe+

mixture at time t = 0 s, d Ca+-Xe+-NH3
+

crystal at t = 30 s, e crystal at t = 60 s.

The ion trap consists of four rods, each split

into three segments: the central quadrupole serves

for radial trapping and two endcaps form an axial

confinement potential. The trap will be surrounded

by cryogenic shields that block room temperature

black body radiation. Because of the necessity to

bring the trap to an outlet of a neutral particle

beam source, we had to adapt a special space-saving

geometry, which has been particularly difficult as

much of the space is occupied by optics for flu-

orescence imaging, connections to a closed cycle

helium refrigerator, time-of-flight mass spectrome-

ter optics, a Ca atom source inlet, and cooling laser

windows. Eventually, we decided to share one side

of the trap between laser and imaging optics. This

has been recently made possible by introduction of low-cost low-scattering parabolic mirrors to

the market [7, 8]. The fluorescence imaging system will be described in a separate paper.

Decelerators of neutral particles

As far as the manipulation of neutral species and preparation of cold reactants is concerned,

our laboratory is equipped with three such sources, each addressing different types of molecules.

In one experiment, a collision cell filled with 6 K He buffer gas is interfaced with electrostatic

benders that filter out polar molecules with a specific velocity [9]. This method allows us to

reach very low rovibrational (9 K) and kinetic temperatures (1 K) but tuneability of the velocity

is limited by the electrostatic guide radius.

Stark and Zeeman decelerators – addressing polar and paramagnetic molecules (radicals),

respectively – overcome the problem of velocity tuneability by removing the kinetic energy in

many time-variable steps. Our Zeeman decelerator consists of 12 electromagnets that can be

switched on or off at almost any desired timings. Diamagnetic particles in low-field-seeking

states increase their potential energy in the middle of the coil by ∆E = m ·B, where m is the

magnetic moment and B is the magnetic field. The coil is switched off when the particle reaches

its centre. This results in decrease of the kinetic energy by ∆E. The particles undergo the same

process in subsequent coils. As their velocity decreases, the switch on/off times of the coils are

adjusted accordingly. In this way, we can address certain hyperfine states of the particles so the
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decelerator also acts as a quantum state filter. We are able to decelerate H atoms down to less

than 75 ms−1 and practically any parameter of the radical beam (such as velocity, radial spread)

can be optimised by finding an optimal switching sequence by a genetic algorithm [10].1

The linear Stark or Zeeman decelerators suffer from leakage of non-decelerated particles.

In the Stark decelerator we resolved this issue by placing a timed shutter at its outlet. For the

Zeeman decelerator, we have recently developed a velocity filter (an improvement of a device

from Dulitz and Softley [11]) consisting of two pairs of hexapole magnets (Halbach arrays) and

blades that block a stream of non-decelerated radicals. The design aspects and characterisation

works will be described in separate articles.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the concept of studying low energy ion-neutral reactions using Coulomb

crystals and slow-moving neutral particles. The next step is not only to decrease the collisional

energy but also the internal energies of interacting particles. Work on a cryogenic ion trap that

will resolve this issue is in progress, and the project is at the manufacturing and assembly stage.
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1What has been written above can be applied to Stark decelerators as well if magnetic moments and fields are

replaced with electric dipole moments and fields.
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